WORK STUDY PROGRAMS

A ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
THE GOOD – THE BAD – THE UGLY
THE GOOD...
VALUE OF WORK STUDY EMPLOYMENT

- Earn extra cash
- Work around class schedules
- Earnings don’t count against student (EFC)
- Most jobs located on campus
- Build skills and relationships
- Promote student success & retention
- Other?
THE BAD...

CHALLENGES - OBSTACLES

- Work hours can be limited
- No guarantees student will find job they want
- Jobs may be stressful for first-year students
- Help students understand what Work Study is and why it’s valuable
- Other challenges?
THE UGLY...

MAKING IT ALL HAPPEN!

- Posting/advertising jobs
- Employment application process
- Managing and monitoring payroll and federal requirements
- Off-campus job opportunities
- Competitive wages
- Data tracking systems
- Other?
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GOING FORWARD TOGETHER

We Can Only Go Up From Here!
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